Faculty Colloquium: A Visual Approach to Teaching Online

LIMIT OF 20 ATTENDEES

National Distance Learning Week in conjunction with Faculty Colloquium presents "A Visual Approach to Teaching Online" by Suzie Garner, CMU Art and Design Department Head.

Teaching online with a visual approach that is engaging for students enrolled in on-ground, online, and hybrid courses. Classes (including traditional hands-on subject matter) can be taught using online visual tools that engage students while helping them learn new content. This includes all components found in a typical on-ground classroom delivery, including lecture, handouts, class discussions, critiques, and final artwork submission, in an engaging and easy to follow format that is appealing to students.

This presentation includes methods for taking traditional content (previously delivered with in-class methods) and developing online content for on-ground courses for the purpose of enhancing student experience in the course and creating a means to deliver more content within a course without increasing the meeting time.

Date: 11/11/2015 (Wed.)
Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm MST
Location: UC 221